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OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE  
DIRECTOR OF THE INTELLIGENCE STAFF  

Mr. Kurt Opsahl 
Electronic Frontier Foundation MAY 1 J 2009 
454 Shotwell Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

Reference: DF-2008-00055 

Dear Mr. Opsahl: 

This is a supplemental response to your Freedom ofInformation Act (FOIA) request 
dated April 24, 2008, seeking various records pertaining to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Act (FISA), as described in previous correspondence. 

Upon further review, ODNI has determined that an additional 50 pages may be released. 
These pages are redacted pursuant to Exemptions 2 (low) and 6 of the FOIA. Exemption 2 (low) 
pertains to information which is primarily of an internal nature to an agency. Exemption 6 
pertains to information the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion 
of personal privacy. 

Although I understand that your request is the subject of litigation, I am required by 
statute and regulation to inform you that you have the right to file an administrative appeal. 

Sincerely, ��

���������
Director, Information Management Office 
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Turner, Kathleen 

From: Turner, Kathleen 
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2007 5:39 PM 
To: Bash, Jeremy; Jepson, Kristin; Heath, John 
Subject: "ltl.Kflll'''''''FISA Information In Advance of Weds. July 11, 2007 11:30 Mtg with Ben 

Powell . 
Attachments: FISA Scenarios and Proposal Summary.pdf; SSCI FISA MODERNIZAtiON CLASS SFR 

6.21.07.doc 

KrisUn: Could you please provide the attached Information to Jeremy Bash and Chris Oonasa as soon as 
possible? This info may be useful to them in advance of their mtg with DNI General Counsel Ben Powell on weds 
at 11:30 am, after General Hayden's Hearing. Many thanksl 

Kathleen 

Classified By: 

Classification Reason: 

Declassify On: 

9/1112008  
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Turner, Kathleen 

From: Tumer, Kathleen . 
Sent: Thursday, July 26. 2007 7:24 PM 
To: Grannis, David; WoHe, James 
Subject (S1811IIP'Waper for David Grannis on FISA 
Attachments: RBA Paper.doc 

David: The attached paper was provld8d to the SSCI by NSA in the past. but Ben Powell wanted me to resend it 
to you as it addresses some of your questions. Many thanks. Kathleen 

Classified By; 

Classification Reason: 

Declassify On: MR 

illilHJllll4ilf'RJIiIRtl1l • 

911112008  
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(b) (I) 
(b) (3) 

Turner, Kathleen 

From: Tumer, Kathleen 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 11:07 AM 
To: Healey, Louise C; Livingston, John R; Davidson. Michael; Wolfe, James 
Co: fit C. 

Classified By: 

Classification Reason: 

Declassify On: MR 

981' SBeIttft'fl8JiliftW/f:. 

911112008  
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·C05337053  

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
WASHINGTON. DC 20511 

January 30,2008 

The Honorable Jobn D. Rockefeller IV 
Chaimum 
SeJt:ct Committee on InteIHgence  
United Statc& SeDate  
Washingtoo. DC 20510  

The Honorable Christopher S. Bond  
Vice Cbairmao .  

,  Select Committee on IoteIHgence 
Uraited States Seuate 
Wasbinstoo. DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman and Vice Chairman Bond: . 

(U) Attached please find responses to Questions for the Record n:sqIting from the 
Committee's September 20, 2OCJ1 bearing on tbc implementation of the Protect America Act and 
amendments to the Foreip Intelligence.survciJlance Ad. Altbougb delayed. the information 
herein reaffirms the responses provided previously to the committee during several bcar(ngs, 
briefings, meetings, and site visits over the past several months. 

(U) If you n:quia: additional iaformItioa. please'contact me � a. ��
Sincerely. 

��������
J(Jdhlc:eo Turner 

Director of Legislative Affairs 

UNCLASSIFIED WHBN SBPARATBD AtOM ENCLOSURE 

TiP II--'VliMItOl,. • 
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From:_ 
Sent-• Monday, December 17 

. "David ����������
������������������������������������� ssci.senate.gov; "Jim 

, �����������������

���������Turner  
Director of Legislative Affairs  

of National Intelligence  

7/2/2008  
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FISA Legislation Necessary To Keep Our Nation Safe 
Congress Must Act To Make Collection Authority Under The Protect America Act Permanent And  

Provide Meaningful Liability Protection To Telecommunications Companies  

"The legislation Congress approved early this year to make sure our intelligence professionals can continue to effectively 
monitor terrorist communications is set to expire in February. Allowing this law to lapse would open gaps in our 
intelligence and increase the danger to our country. Our intelligence professionals need these tools to keep our people 
safe, and they need Congress to ensure that these tools are not taken away." 

- President George W. Bush 12/4/07 

In August, Congress passed the Protect America Act with bipartisan support to close acritical intelligence gap that was 
making our Nation less safe. The Protect America Act (PAA) modemized the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 
(FISA) to provide our Intelligence Community essential tools to acquire important information about terrorists who want to harm 
America. It restored FISA to its original focus of protecting the rights of persons in the United States, while not acting as an 
unnecessary obstacle to gathering foreign intelligence on targets located in foreign countries. 

»  The essential tools provided by the Protect America Act will expire in less than two months, and Congress must act 
to keep our Nation safe by making these tools permanent. The Senate is considering FISA modernization legislation this 
week. Already, the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) has approved abipartisan bill that, while not perfect, is a 
Significant step in the right direction. 

» The Administration looks forward to continuing its work with Congress on abill that keeps our Nation safe by 
making the critical authority to collect intelligence under the PAA permanent and by providing meaningful liability 
protection to companies facing multi-billion dollar lawsuits only because they are believed to have assisted in the 
efforts to defend our Nation following the 9111 attacks. 

The PAA And The Bipartisan SSCI Bill Maintain Strong Oversight Provisions To Protect The Rights Of Americans In The 
United States 

The PAA and the bipartisan SSCI bill provide for FISA Court review of the procedures for determining that the 
acquisition of foreign intelligence information under the legislation concerns persons reasonably believed to be located 
outside the United States. This approach provides a useful role for the FISA Court. 

Strong oversight mechanisms for all intelligence collection authorized by the PAA already exist within the executive 
branch. Under the PAA, the Justice Department and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence must perform regular 
reviews of intelligence collection. In addition, the internal compliance office of any agency that collects intelligence under the 
PAA must perform regular reviews to ensure the agency is complying with the PAA. 

Requiring Intelligence Officials To Apply For Court Orders Before Collecting Foreign Intelligence From Overseas 
Targets Would Make Our Nation Less Safe 

The PAA and the bipartisan SSCI bill restore FISA to its original focus of protecting the rights of Americans within the 
United States while making clear that - as was the intent when Congress enacted FISA in 1978 - advance court 
approval is not required to target persons located overseas. When FISA was enacted 30 years ago, the law did not 
generally require acourt order to obtain foreign intelligence information from a target located outside the United States. 
Unforeseen changes in technology, however, meant that prior to passage of the PAA, the government often needed to obtain 
acourt order before vital intelligence collection could begin against a terrorist or other foreign intelligence target located in a 
foreign country. 

Amandatory prior court approval process would create delays that could prevent the swift gathering of intelligence 
necessary to identify and provide warning of threats to our country. 

White House OffICe Of Communications 12117/07 
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Any legislation Should Grant Meaningful liability Protection To Companies Believed To Have Assisted In Efforts To 
Defend Our Nation Following The 9111 Attacks 

As recognized by the bipartisan SSCI bill, those companies alleged to have assisted the government in the aftermath of 
September 11th should not face massive and costly litigation for helping protect our country. Such litigation risks the 
disclosure of highly classified information and could lead to reduced intelligence collection capabilities in the future by 
discouraging companies from cooperating with the govemment. 

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Chairman John D. Rockefeller (D-WV) has agreed with this point, writing "we 
must preserve the cooperation of private industry for the next president, and for every one who follows." "The fact is, 
private industry must remain an essential partner in law enforcement and national security. We face an enemy that uses 
every tool and technology of 21st-century life, and we must do the same. If American business - airlines, banks, utilities and 
many others - were to decide that it would be too risky to comply with legally certified requests, or to insist on verifying every 
request in court, our intelligence collection could come to a screeching halt. The impact would be devastating to the 
intelligence community, the Justice Department and military officials who are hunting down our enemies." (John D. Rockefeller IV, 
Op-Ed, "Partners In The War On Terror," The Washington Post, 10/31/07) 

Former CIA Director R. James Woolsey also stressed the importance of liability protection, saying companies "were 
helping solely out of a sense of patriotism and an understanding that some steps that the nation needs to take in a 
dangerous world cannot be taken in public." ·We live in aworld of terrorism, the possible proliferation of nuclear weapons 
and ahost of other risks to olJr security. Intelligence, and the cooperation of the private sector in obtaining and protecting it, 
will be among our most important tools to avoid catastrophes such as Sept. 11 or worse." (R. James Woolsey, Op-Ed, "Private Help 
For The Public Good Shouldn't Lead To Utigation,n San Jose [CAl Mercury News, 11/16/07) 

9111 Commission Co-Chairman Lee Hamilton similarly agreed that "the increasing complexity of communications 
technology has made the voluntary cooperation of these companies vitaL" "The help and cooperation of all our citizens 
are vital in combating the threats we face today. Companies in various sectors of the economy are going to have information 
that could save the lives of thousands of Americans. When they respond in an emergency, at the call of our highest elected 
officials and on assurances that what they are doing is legal, they must be treated fairly. To do otherwise would put our 
security at risk. This is particularly true of communications companies. They are critical to our intelligence and 'early warning' 
against terrorist attacks." (Lee Hamilton, Op-Ed, "Immunity For Wiretap Assistance Is Right Call," The Baltimore Sun 11/4107) 

While It Is An Important Step In The Right Direction, The SSCI Bill Does Contain Some Troublesome Provisions 

The so-called "Wyden Amendment" to the SSCI bill would require for the first time that acourt order be obtained to 
surveil U.S. persons abroad. In addition to having serious technical problems, this provision would impose burdens on 
foreign intelligence collection abroad that do not exist with respect to collection for law enforcement purposes. 

The SSCI bill contains a six-year sunset, which the Administration opposes. While this limitation is preferable to the 
even shorter sunset in the House legislation, the vital authorities to surveil overseas targets should be put on a permanent 
footing. Any sunset period introduces aSignificant level of uncertainty as to the rules employed by our intelligence 
professionals and followed by private partners. 

The SSCI bill contains a reporting requirement thal poses serious operational difficulties for the Intelligence 
Community. The SSCI bill contains a requirement that intelligence analysts count "the number of persons located in the 
United States whose communications were reviewed." This provision might well be impossible to implement. In addition, it 
does not reflect the way in which intelligence analysis is conducted - for instance, once analysts determine that a 
communication is not relevant, they move on to the next piece of information; they do not analyze the irrelevant 
communication to determine the location of the persons who were parties to the communication. To require analysts to do so 
would not only waste resources but also pose a needless intrusion on privacy. 

White House Office Of Communications 12117/07 
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The Basics Of FISA: Why Legislation Is Necessary To Bring The Law Up To Date 

Congress enacted the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) in 1978 to regulate the Government's efforts to 
conduct certain foreign intelligence surveillance activities directed at persons in the United States. Congress recognized 
that the Government must be able to effectively collect foreign intelligence about those who wish to harm our country. To allow 
this collection to proceed while protecting the rights of Americans in the United States, Congress established a process for 
judicial approval that generally applied when the government targeted persons located inside the United States for foreign 
intelligence surveillance - but that generally did not apply to activities directed at persons overseas. 

Revolutionary advances in telecommunications technology since 1978 upset the careful balance established by 
Congress to distinguish between surveillance governed by FISA and surveillance directed at targets outside the U.S. 
The mechanism Congress used to identify which activities fell within FISA's scope - and to strike the balance between 
surveillance directed at persons overseas and persons in the United States - was acareful and complex definition of the term 
"electronic surveillance." This definition was framed in terms of the specific communications technologies used in 1978. 

As aresult, prior to the Protect America Act, the Government often needed to obtain acourt order before vital 
intelligence collection could begin against aterrorist or other foreign intelligence target located in aforeign country. 
These targets often were communicating with other foreign persons overseas, but FISA's court order requirement still applied. It 
made no sense to require the Govemment to obtain acourt order to collect foreign intelligence on targets located in foreign 
countries - nor was such a requirement generally intended when Congress passed FISA nearly 30 years ago. 

This requirement resulted in acritical intelligence gap that was making our Nation less safe. Requiring the Government to 
go to court before the collection of foreign intelligence could begin resulted, as the Director of National Intelligence put it, in our 
intelligence professionals "missing asignificant amount of foreign intelligence that we should be collecting to protect our country." 

By changing FISA's definition of electronic surveillance to clarify that the statute does not apply to surveillance directed 
at overseas targets, the Protect America Act has enabled the Intelligence Community to close this critical intelligence 
gap. The Protect America Act makes clear - consistent with the intent of the Congress that enacted FISA in 1978 - that our 
Intelligence Community should not have to get bogged down in acourt approval process to gather foreign intelligence on targets 
located in foreign countries. It does not change the strong protections FISA provides to people in the United States. FISA's 
definition of electronic surveillance remains unchanged for surveillance directed at people in the United States and continues to 
require court approval as it did before. 

The vital authorities to surveil overseas targets under the PAA will expire in less than two months, and Congress must 
act to keep our Nation safe by making these provisions permanent 

White House Office Of Communications 12/17/07 
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Lewis"; "Louis 
_mcconnell.senate.gov 

Page 1 of3 

Subject: Statement by the Department of Justice and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence 
Regarding House FISA Proposal 

i G Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect your privacy, Outlook prevented automatic download of this picture from the 
i Internet. 
; Office of the Director of National Intelligence - www.dni.gov 

£TATEMEl'IT BY THE DEfARTMENT OF JUSTICE ANl!l1IE ������THE 
����������OF �������������������������REGARDING HOUSE£lSA_]>ROPO£AL 

"We understand that the leadership of the House of Representatives intends to introduce a new bill 
related to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA). Based on initial summaries of 
what the proposal contains, we are concerned that the proposal would not provide the Intelligence 
Community the critical tools needed to protect the country. The Senate already has passed a bipartisan 
bill that would give our intelligence professionals the tools they need to keep America safe. The 
bipartisan bill was carefully crafted to ensure important intelligence operations were not harmed by 
new legislation. 

713/2008  
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"We are concerned with several reported features of the new proposed legislation. First, we 
understand that the House leadership may introduce a bill that would require prior court approval 
before allowing surveillance targeting certain foreign terrorists and other national security threats 
located outside the United States. As we explained before, imposing this requirement in the context of 
surveillance of foreign targets located overseas results in the loss of potentially vital intelligence by, 
for example, delaying intelligence collection and thereby losing some intelligence forever. The Senate 
bill would allow the Government to continue collecting foreign intelligence information against 
foreign terrorists and other foreign intelligence targets located outside the United States without 
obtaining prior court approvaL Initiating surveillance of foreign individuals in foreign countries 
without awaiting a court order will ensure that we will keep closed the intelligence gaps that existed 
before the passage of the Protect America Act. Provisions that prevent our ability to gather vital 
intelligence are unacceptable. 

"Second, we understand that the new House bill may not address the issue of providing liability 
protection for those private-sector firms that helped defend the Nation after the September 11 attacks. 
Any FISA modernization bill must include such liability protection. Through briefings and 
documents, we have provided Congress with access to the information that shows that liability 
protection is the fair and just result. In addition, private party assistance is necessary and critical to 
ensuring that the Intelligence Community can collect the information needed to protect our country 
from attack. The Senate Intelligence Committee has stated that "the intelligence community cannot 
obtain the intelligence it needs without assistance" from electronic communication service providers. 
The Committee also concluded that ''without retroactive immunity, the private sector might be 
unwilling to cooperate with lawful Government requests in the future without unnecessary court 
involvement and protracted litigation. The possible reduction in intelligence that might result from this 
delay is simply unacceptable for the safety of our Nation." Senior intelligence officials also have 
testified regarding the importance ofproviding liability protection to such companies for this very 
reason. Exposing the private sector to continued litigation for assisting in efforts to defend the country 
understandably makes the private sector much more reluctant to cooperate. Without their cooperation, 
our efforts to protect the country cannot succeed. 

"Finally, we understand that there are a number of other provisions in the proposal that indicate it does 
not provide the needed tools to ensure our national security. We understand there is a short sunset 
period. The uncertainty created by a short sunset does not provide the stability needed for intelligence 
operations. We also understand there is creation of a congressional commission on certain surveillance 
activities to redo the extensive oversight done by the intelligence committees in Congress over the past 
two years. This oversight has included many hearings, extensive visits to review operations, the 
availability of all documents related to the activities, and answering over 500 questions for the record. 
The Intelligence Community and the Department of Justice have spent thousands of hours responding 
to congressional requests in this matter. Pulling operational personnel from their ongoing mission of 
protecting the country to cover the same ground is a poor use of limited resources. 

"We remain prepared to continue to work with Congress towards the passage ofa long-term FISA 
modernization bill that would strengthen the Nation's intelligence capabilities while protecting the 
constitutional rights of Americans, so that the President can sign such a bill into law. 

### 

7/312008  
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GovDelivery, Inc. sending on behalf of Office of the Director of National Intelligence . Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence . Washington DC 20511 ·703-733-8600 

7/3/2008  
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To: se.gov 
From: 
Date: 03/14/2008 10:43AM 
Subject: Re: FISA Reform Timeline 

April 12, 2007. 

I have attached it.  
Kathleen Turner  
Director of Legislative Affairs  
Office of the of National Intelligence  

.house.gov> wrote: -----

6/1312008 
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mail.house.gov> 

day last spring did the ONI first send a letter to Congress explaining the need to update 
That document is public right? 

Policy Advisor 
lican Whip 

611312008  
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From:_ to(.,  
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2007 6:34 AM  
To: "Andy Johnson"; "Louis Tucker"; "Mike Delaney"; "James Lewis"; "Mike Davidson"; "Jack Livingston";  
"Wyndee Parker"; "Jeremy Bash"; "Chris Donesa"; "Chris Healey"; "Kathleen Rice"; "Alissa Starzak"; "Melvin  
Dubee'" "Ken Johnson" It.-I _  
Cc: IGi'V 
Subject: Fw: NYT: (DNI McConnell Op-Ed) Help Me Spy on AI Qaeda 

DNI OPED in today's NYT. 
Kathleen Turner 
Director of Legislative Affairs 

National IntelligenceOffice of the Director of 

Original Message -----
From: DNI Public Affairs [dnipao@dni.gov] 

07 

Spy on Al Qaeda 

Help Me Spy on Al Qaeda 

By MIKE McCONNELL - Op-Ed Contributor - The New York Times 

Washington 

THE Protect America Act, enacted in August, has lived up to its name and objective: making the 
country safer while protecting the civil liberties of Americans. Under this new law, we now have the 
speed and agility necessary to detect terrorist and other evolving national security threats. Information 
obtained under this law has helped us develop a greater understanding of international Qaeda networks, 
and the law has allowed us to obtain significant insight into terrorist planning. 

Congress needs to act again. The Protect America Act expires in less than two months, on Feb. 1. We 

7/2/2008 
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must be able to continue effectively obtaining the information gained through this law if we are to stay 
ahead of terrorists who are determined to attack the United States. 

Before the Protect America Act was enacted, to monitor the communications of foreign intelligence 
targets outside the United States, in some cases we had to operate under the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act, known as FISA, a law that had not kept pace with changes in technology. In a 
significant number of these cases, FISA required us to obtain a court order. This requirement slowed -
and sometimes prevented - our ability to collect timely foreign intelligence. 

Our experts were diverted from tracking foreign threats to writing lengthy justifications to collect 
information from a person in a foreign country, simply to satisfy an outdated statute that did not reflect 
the ways our adversaries communicate. The judicial process intended to protect the privacy and civil 
liberties of Americans was applied instead to foreign intelligence targets in foreign countries. This made 
little sense, and the Protect America Act eliminated this problem. 

Any new law should begin by being true to the principles that make the Protect America Act successful. 
First, the intelligence community needs a law that does not require acourt order for surveillance directed 
at a foreign intelligence target reasonably believed to be outside the United States, regardless of where 
the communications are found. The intelligence community should spend its time protecting our nation, 
not providing privacy protections to foreign terrorists and other diffuse international threats. 

Second, the intelligence community needs an efficient means to obtain a FISA court order to conduct 
surveillance in the United States for foreign intelligence purposes. 

Finally, it is critical for the intelligence community to have liability protection for private parties that are 
sued only because they are believed to have assisted us after Sept. 11, 2001. Although the Protect 
America Act provided such necessary protection for those complying with requests made after its 
enactment, it did not include protection for those that reportedly complied earlier. 

The intelligence community cannot go it alone. Those in the private sector who stand by us in times of 
national security emergencies deserve thanks, not lawsuits. I share the view of the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, which, after a year of study, concluded that "without retroactive immunity, the private 
sector might be unwilling to cooperate with lawful government requests in the future," and warned that 
"the possible reduction in intelligence that might result from this delay is simply unacceptable for the 
safety of our nation." 

Time for the Protect America Act is growing short, but there is still an opportunity to enact permanent 
legislation that helps us to better confront both changing technology and the enemies we face in a way 
that protects civil liberties. 

I served for almost 30 years as an intelligence officer before spending some time in the private sector. 
When I returned to government last winter, it became clear to me that our foreign intelligence collection 
capacity was being degraded. I was very troubled to discover that FISA had not been updated to reflect 
new technology and was preventing us from collecting foreign intelligence needed to uncover threats to 
Americans. 

The Protect America Act fixed this problem, and we are safer for it. I would be gravely concerned ifwe 
took a step backward into this world of uncertainty; America would be a less safe place. 

Mike McConnell is the director ofnational intelligence. 

7/2/2008 
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You are currently subscribed to the DNI News Alert List. 

To unsubscribe, send a blank email 

Sun, 9 Dec 2007 23:37:04 

7/2/2008  
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From:_ L I 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2007 6:36 AM CiJ W 
To: "John Shank'" "David Morrison"; "Paul Juola"; "Charlie Houy"; "Sid Ashworth"; "Betsy Schmid"; "Gary Reese" 
Cc: 
Subject: Fw: • '(DNI McConnell Op-Ed) Help Me Spy on AI Qaeda 

DNI OPED in today's NYT. 
Kathleen Turner 
Director of Legislative Affairs 
Office of the Director of National Intelligence 

Original Message - --
From: DNI Public Affairs [dnipao@dni.gov]  
Sent: 12/09/2007 11:36 PM EST 

Help Me Spy on Al Qaeda 

Help Me Spy on Al Qaeda 

By MIKE McCONNELL - Op-Ed Contributor - The New York Times 

Washington 

THE Protect America Act, enacted in August, has lived up to its name and objective: making the 
country safer while protecting the civil liberties of Americans. Under this new law, we now have the 
speed and agility necessary to detect terrorist and other evolving national security threats. Information 
obtained under this law has helped us develop a greater understanding of international Qaeda networks, 
and the law has allowed us to obtain significant insight into terrorist planning. 

Congress needs to act again. The Protect America Act expires in less than two months, on Feb. 1. We 
must be able to continue effectively obtaining the information gained through this law if we are to stay 

7/2/2008 
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ahead of terrorists who are detennined to attack the United States. 

Before the Protect America Act was enacted, to monitor the communications of foreign intelligence 
targets outside the United States, in some cases we had to operate under the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act, known as FISA, a law that had not kept pace with changes in technology. In a 
significant number of these cases, FISA required us to obtain a court order. This requirement slowed -
and sometimes prevented our ability to collect timely foreign intelligence. 

Our experts were diverted from tracking foreign threats to writing lengthy justifications to collect 
infonnation from a person in a foreign country, simply to satisfy an outdated statute that did not reflect 
the ways our adversaries communicate. The judicial process intended to protect the privacy and civil 
liberties of Americans was applied instead to foreign intelligence targets in foreign countries. This made 
little sense, and the Protect America Act eliminated this problem. 

Any new law should begin by being true to the principles that make the Protect America Act successful. 
First, the intelligence community needs a law that does not require a court order for surveillance directed 
at a foreign intelligence target reasonably believed to be outside the United States, regardless of where 
the communications are found. The intelligence community should spend its time protecting our nation, 
not providing privacy protections to foreign terrorists and other diffuse international threats. 

Second, the intelligence community needs an efficient means to obtain a FISA court order to conduct 
surveillance in the United States for foreign intelligence purposes. 

Finally, it is critical for the intelligence community to have liability protection for private parties that are 
sued only because they are believed to have assisted us after Sept. 11,2001. Although the Protect 
America Act provided such necessary protection for those complying with requests made after its 
enactment, it did not include protection for those that reportedly complied earlier. 

The intelligence community cannot go it alone. Those in the private sector who stand by us in times of 
national security emergencies deserve thanks, not lawsuits. I share the view of the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, which, after a year of study, concluded that "without retroactive immunity, the private 
sector might be unwilling to cooperate with lawful government requests in the future," and warned that 
"the possible reduction in intelligence that might result from this delay is simply unacceptable for the 
safety of our nation." 

Time for the Protect America Act is growing short, but there is still an opportunity to enact pennanent 
legislation that helps us to better confront both changing technology and the enemies we face in a way 
that protects civil liberties. 

I served for almost 30 years as an intelligence officer before spending some time in the private sector. 
When I returned to government last winter, it became clear to me that our foreign intelligence collection 
capacity was being degraded. I was very troubled to discover that FISA had not been updated to reflect 
new technology and was preventing us from collecting foreign intelligence needed to uncover threats to 
Americans. 

The Protect America Act fixed this problem, and we are safer for it. I would be gravely concerned if we 
took a step backward into this world ofuncertainty; America would be a less safe place. 

Mike McConnell is the director ofnational intelligence. 

7/2/2008 
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You are currently subscribed to the DNI News Alert List. 

To unsubscribe, send a blank email 

Sun, 9 Dec 2007 23:37:04 

71212008  
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From: 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2007 6:38 AM 
To: "Mary Derosa"; "Nick Rossi"; "Perry Apelbaum"; "Joseph Gibson"; "lou DeBaca"; "Caroline lynch"; "Mike 
Sheehy"; "Jen Stewart"; "Mariah Sixkiller"; "Johnnie Kaberle"; "Brian DiffeU"; "Marcellettre"; 'Tom Hawkins" 
Subject: Fw: NYT: (DNI McConnell Op-Ed) Help Me Spy on AI Qaeda 

DNI OPED in today's NYT. 
Kathleen Turner 
Director of Legislative Affairs 

IntelligenceOffice of the Director of National 

Original Message --- -
[dnipao@dni.gov]  

11:36  PM EST 

McConnell Op-Ed) Help Me Spy on Al Qaeda 

Help Me Spy on Al Qaeda 

By MIKE McCONNELL - Op-Ed Contributor - The New York Times 

Washington 

THE Protect America Act, enacted in August, has lived up to its name and objective: making the 
country safer while protecting the civil liberties of Americans. Under this new law, we now have the 
speed and agility necessary to detect terrorist and other evolving national security threats. Information 
obtained under this law has helped us develop a greater understanding of international Qaeda networks, 
and the law has allowed us to obtain significant insight into terrorist planning. 

Congress needs to act again. The Protect America Act expires in less than two months, on Feb. 1. We 
must be able to continue effectively obtaining the information gained through this law if we are to stay 
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ahead of terrorists who are detennined to attack the United States. 

Before the Protect America Act was enacted, to monitor the communications of foreign intelligence 
targets outside the United States, in some cases we had to operate under the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act, known as FISA, a law that had not kept pace with changes in technology. In a 
significant number of these cases, FISA required us to obtain a court order. This requirement slowed -
and sometimes prevented our ability to collect timely foreign intelligence. 

Our experts were diverted from tracking foreign threats to writing lengthy justifications to collect 
infonnation from a person in a foreign country, simply to satisfy an outdated statute that did not reflect 
the ways our adversaries communicate. The judicial process intended to protect the privacy and civil 
liberties of Americans was applied instead to foreign intelligence targets in foreign countries. This made 
little sense, and the Protect America Act eliminated this problem. 

Any new law should begin by being true to the principles that make the Protect America Act successful. 
First, the intelligence community needs a law that does not require a court order for surveillance directed 
at a foreign intelligence target reasonably believed to be outside the United States, regardless of where 
the communications are found. The intelligence community should spend its time protecting our nation, 
not providing privacy protections to foreign terrorists and other diffuse international threats. 

Second, the intelligence community needs an efficient means to obtain a FISA court order to conduct 
surveillance in the United States for foreign intelligence purposes. 

Finally, it is critical for the intelligence community to have liability protection for private parties that are 
sued only because they are believed to have assisted us after Sept. 11, 2001. Although the Protect 
America Act provided such necessary protection for those complying with requests made after its 
enactment, it did not include protection for those that reportedly complied earlier. 

The intelligence community cannot go it alone. Those in the private sector who stand by us in times of 
national security emergencies deserve thanks, not lawsuits. I share the view of the Senate Intelligence 
Committee, which, after a year of study, concluded that "without retroactive immunity, the private 
sector might be unwilling to cooperate with lawful government requests in the future," and warned that 
"the possible reduction in intelligence that might result from this delay is simply unacceptable for the 
safety of our nation." 

Time for the Protect America Act is growing short, but there is still an opportunity to enact pennanent 
legislation that helps us to better confront both changing technology and the enemies we face in a way 
that protects civil liberties. 

I served for almost 30 years as an intelligence officer before spending some time in the private sector. 
When I returned to government last winter, it became clear to me that our foreign intelligence collection 
capacity was being degraded. I was very troubled to discover that FISA had not been updated to reflect 
new technology and was preventing us from collecting foreign intelligence needed to uncover threats to 
Americans. 

The Protect America Act fixed this problem, and we are safer for it. I would be gravely concerned if we 
took a step backward into this world of uncertainty; America would be a less safe place. 

Mike McConnell is the director ofnational intelligence. 
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From:__ be., 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2008 11:40 AM 
To: "Dan Jones" 
Subject: WH Fact Sheet: FISA Legislation Necessary To Keep Our Nation Safe 
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From:_ 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 20089:26 AM 
To: "Jen Stewart"; "Brian Diffell"; "Johnnie Kaberle"; "James Lewis"; _"Sean Mclaughlin"; 
"Caroline Lynch"; "Tom Hawkins"; "John Abegg" 

Page lof3 

Subject: Fw: IN CASE YOU MISSED IT: DNI McConnell's Op-Ed in the Washington Post 

Kathleen Turner  
Director of Legislative Affairs  1iIiIiiiiIl"''''ofN'tion'bteien" 

----- Original Message -----
From: DNI Public Affairs [dnipao@dnLgov] 
Sent: 0211512008 

Op-Ed in the Washington Post 

In Case You Missed It: 

Director McConnell's Op-Ed in the Washington Post 

A Key Gap In Fighting Terrorism 

Private Firms Need Liability Protection 

By Mike McConnell 
Friday, February 15,2008 - The Washington Post - Page A21 

One of the most critical weapons in the fight against terrorists and other foreign intelligence threats --
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) - - has not kept up with the technology revolution we 
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have experienced over the past 30 years. We are on the brink of bringing this 20th-century tool in line 
with 21st-century technology and threats. The Senate has passed a strong bill, by an overwhelmingly 
bipartisan margin, that would modernize FISA and do the right thing for those companies that responded 
to their country's call for assistance in its hour of need. It would also protect the civil liberties we 
Americans cherish. The bill is now before the House of Representatives. 

For almost two years, we have worked with Congress to modernize FISA and ensure that the 
intelligence community can effectively collect the information needed to protect our country from attack 
-- a goal that requires the willing cooperation of the private sector. Unfortunately, there were significant 
gaps in our ability to collect intelligence on terrorists and other national security threats because the 
1978 law had not been modernized to reflect today's global communications technology. 

The Protect America Act, passed by Congress last August, temporarily closed the gaps in our 
intelligence collection, but there was a glaring omission: liability protection for those private-sector 
firms that helped defend the nation after the Sept. 11 attacks. This month, I testified before Congress, 
along with the other senior leaders of the intelligence community, on the continuing threats to the United 
States from terrorists and other foreign intelligence targets. We stated that long-term legislation that 
modernized FISA and provided retroactive liability protection was vital to our operations. The director 
ofthe FBI told the Senate that "in protecting the homeland it's absolutely essential" to have the support 
ofprivate parties. 

This is not news. Senior intelligence leaders have repeatedly testified that providing retroactive liability 
protection is critical to carrying out our mission. We are experiencing significant difficulties in working 
with the private sector today because of the continued failure to address this issue. As we noted before 
the House, if we do not address liability protection we "believe it will severely degrade the capabilities 
ofour Intelligence Community to carry out its core missions of providing warning and protecting the 
country." 

The Protect America Act was scheduled to expire Feb. 1, but Congress passed a IS-day extension to 
give itselfthe time lawmakers said was necessary to complete work on legislation to modernize FISA 
and address liability protection. President Bush signed that extension, but the law will expire tomorrow 
unless Congress acts again. 

Some have claimed that expiration of the Protect America Act would not significantly affect our 
operations. Such claims are not supported by the facts. We are already losing capability due to the 
failure to address liability protection. Without the act in place, vital programs would be plunged into 
uncertainty and delay, and capabilities would continue to decline. Under the Protect America Act, we 
obtained valuable insight and understanding, leading to the disruption of planned terrorist attacks. 
Expiration would lead to the loss of important tools our workforce relies on to discover the locations, 
intentions and capabilities ofterrorists and other foreign intelligence targets abroad. Some critical 
operations, including our ability to adjust to dynamic terrorist threats that exploit new methods of 
communication, which sometimes requires assistance from private parties, would probably become 
impossible. And the difficulties we face in obtaining this essential help from private parties would 
worsen significantly if the act expires or is merely extended without addressing this issue. Without long-
term legislation that includes liability protection, we will be delayed in gathering -- or may simply miss -
- intelligence needed to protect the nation. 

These circumstances can be avoided. The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, after an in-depth 
review ofour operations, recognized on a bipartisan basis the importance of providing liability 
protection to those who assisted our nation in a time of great need. The committee's report stated that 
"without retroactive immunity, the private sector might be unwilling to cooperate with lawful 
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